
 

 

 

 

Quote 
DATE                                                                               MJ Communications, Inc. 
Sept 8, 2022                                                                                          P. O. Box 10023 
                                                                         Salinas, CA 93912 
                                                                         (831) 214-6960 
                 License;  1063397 
                                                                         jorgegarciamjc@gmail.com                                     
Att: Samuel Klemek 
Project: Salinas Fire Stations Security Cameras 
 
Scope; Verkada Security Cameras  

Fire Station 1 (5 Verkada Security Cameras-1) Viewing Station All with a Five Year License) 
Install 2) CB51-30E bullet type cameras on the back of the building, 1) CB52-256E-HW dome camera nearby 

the Main Side Entrance, another CB52-256-HW dome camera by the BBQ area front of the building and another CB51-
30E bullet type camera facing the main driveway. We will be installing Cat6 white color cable to blending with the color 
of the walls, since cables will be run exposed and as high as possible for a professional installation. 
 Install 1) Verkada Viewing Station with a 5 year license having all of the cameras displayed on the included 
new 43” Samsung Commercial Rated Display Rated for 16 hours a day 7 days a week. This quote includes installation 
of Display with a wall mount Display Bracket (electrical is excluded). Location of Display TBD 
                              

Fire Station 2 (4 Verkada Security Cameras-1) Viewing Station All with a Five Year License) 
Install 2) CB51-30E bullet type cameras on the back of the building, 1) CB52-256E-HW dome camera nearby 

the Main Side Entrance and another CB52-256-HW dome camera at the side Entrace. We will be installing Cat6 white 
color cable to blending with the color of the walls, since cables will be run exposed and as high as possible for a 
professional installation. 

Install 1) Verkada Viewing Station with a 5 year license having all of the cameras displayed on the included 
new 43” Samsung Commercial Rated Display Rated for 16 hours a day 7 days a week. This quote includes installation 
of Display with a wall mount Display Bracket (electrical is excluded). Location of Display TBD 
 
 Fire Station 3 ( 5 Verkada Security Cameras-1) Viewing Station All with a Five Year License) 
 Install 4) CB51-30E bullet type cameras on the back of the building,1) CB52-256E-HW dome camera nearby 
the Main Side Entrance and 1) CB51-30E bullet type facing the main driveway. We will be installing Cat6 white color 
cable to blending with the color of the walls, since cables will be run exposed and as high as possible for a professional 
installation. 

Install 1) Verkada Viewing Station with a 5 year license having all of the cameras displayed on the included 
new 43” Samsung Commercial Rated Display Rated for 16 hours a day 7 days a week. This quote includes installation 
of Display with a wall mount Display Bracket (electrical is excluded). Location of Display TBD 
 
 Fire Station 4 (2 Verkada Security Cameras-1) Viewing Station All with a Five Year License) 
 Install 1) CB52-256E-HW dome camera nearby the Main Entrance and another CB52-256-HW dome camera 
at the back side of the building covering the windows. We will be installing Cat6 white color cable to blending with the 
color of the walls, since cables will be run exposed and as high as possible for a professional installation. 
              Cat6 cable will be run inside existing conduit same conduit as the speaker cable is ran.   
              Wire Mold will be use as needed. 
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Install 1) Verkada Viewing Station with a 5 year license having all of the cameras displayed on the included 
new 43” Samsung Commercial Rated Display Rated for 16 hours a day 7 days a week. This quote includes installation 
of Display with a wall mount Display Bracket (electrical is excluded). Location of Display TBD 
  
 Fire Station 5 ( 5 Verkada Security Cameras-1) Viewing Station All with a Five Year License) 
 Install 1) CB51-30E bullet type cameras on the back of the building facing one of the gates, another bullet type 
(CB51-30E) camera facing the Main Entrance Gate and another Bullet (CB51-30E) facing the back parking lot. 
             Install 1)CB52-256E-HW dome camera will be mounted at the exterior wall of the Apparatus Bay nearby the 
side exit facing the Main Front Entrance.  
             Install 1) Bullet (CB51-30E) type camera facing the main drive way 
             We will be installing a ¾” EMT surface mounted conduit inside the Apparatus Bay with Cat6 cable matching 
existing. This quote includes the rental of a lift due to the high ceilings.  

Install 1) Verkada Viewing Station with a 5 year license having all of the cameras displayed on the included 
new 43” Samsung Commercial Rated Display Rated for 16 hours a day 7 days a week. This quote includes installation 
of Display with a wall mount Display Bracket (electrical is excluded). Location of Display TBD 
 
 Fire Station 6 ( 5 Verkada Security Cameras-1) Viewing Station All with a Five Year License) 
 Install 2) CB51-30E bullet type cameras facing the side gate and back gate of the building. Install 3) CB52-
256E-HW dome camera around the rest of the perimeter of the building including the Main Entrance. We will be 
installing Cat6 white color cable to blending with the color of the walls, since some of the cables will be run exposed 
and as high as possible for a professional installation. 

Install 1) Verkada Viewing Station with a 5 year license having all of the cameras displayed on the included 
new 43” Samsung Commercial Rated Display Rated for 16 hours a day 7 days a week. This quote includes installation 
of Display with a wall mount Display Bracket (electrical is excluded). Location of Display TBD 
 
Note; 

Please see the attached floor plans showing the camera locations for each of the six fire stations.  
City Permits or any other items not mentioned above are not included on this quote. 
This is a time consuming installation due to the amount of brickwalls that we have to go through to run the 

cables and the high ceilings. Parts take from 10 to 15 business days unless otherwise delayed by Covid related 
reasons on shipments. Programming, data switches any other items not mentioned above are not included on this 
quote (these items are normally provided and program by the City IT Department). Licenses must be renewed before 
they expired in order for the above equipment to continue to operate. 
 
Total Cost; 
 

Labor $35,868.00, Parts including lift rental $70,970.10 plus Tax $6,120.74 for the sum of $112,958.84         
Quote Expiration Date 9-25-22 

                
 
Approved by;   ___________________________     Date; ____________ 
            Print Name   
 
P.O. #______________________________________                                                     


